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The information contained herein is based on 

class discussions, lessons, group work and homework 

assignments and can be used as a companion or initial 

point of reference if you are considering evaluation

in your own job.     

This is not meant to be a
n exhaustive, 

A – Z guide about how to 
undertake an 

evaluation. Nor is at a r
eport of one 

meeting about evaluation
. It is instead 

offered by the 2012 Europ
ean Learning Lab 

class as a                  
 of practitioners’ 

attitudes about, apprehen
sions towards, 

and appreciation for, eva
luation as a tool 

to advance the learning 
and activities of 

European foundations. 
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Foundations demand a lot from the organisations they fund: evaluatio
ns, progress 

reports, audits, indicators, scorecards. But, generally speaking, it see
ms the same level 

of introspection and learning is not a common element of European fo
undations’ own 

day to day realities. It seems to be the case that many foundations do
 not look

rigorously at their own practice in order to ask themselves if they a
re...

But why? For some it is a matter of a lack of resources, both in terms 
of staff time 

and finances. This speaks to the recurring misconception that evalua
tions need to be 

costly to be worth the effort. For others, evaluation just seems too be
wildering: there 

is so much technical talk associated with the field that many founda
tions who are 

contributing toward a public good find the whole thing too confusing
 and in the end, 

unnecessary. The deeply personal nature of foundation work can also
 make

evaluation a painful undertaking for some. Or perhaps it is the enor
mous hype

surrounding the evaluation field? There are so many fantastically c
omplex products 

with wiz-bang names, excellent sales people and expensive price tags
 that many

foundation officers view the whole thing suspiciously.

Beyond just vague suspicion, a survey of 56 EFC members conducted over 
spring 2011

revealed some downright negative attitudes towards the very idea of im
pact

assessment.1 About half of the foundations surveyed simply did not beli
eve that their 

work, usually aimed at social change, could be meaningfully evaluated
.

Some respondents were outright sceptics about the value of evaluation
, seeing it as 

unnecessary bureaucracy that stands in the way of creativity and risk
-taking. Others 

seem to be convinced that they can assess their own impact instinctive
ly. This is not to 

say that there was scepticism across the board, as the survey also reve
aled 

that at the other end of the spectrum, there are 

foundations in Europe that consider evaluation as 

intrinsically woven into the fabric of their

organisations. Yet this (slimmer) slice of survey

respondents also revealed 

their own somewhat troubling

attitudes: rigid beliefs in 

just one type of evaluation, 

and a one-size-fits-all

approach in terms of

methodology used, etc. 

The Value of Evaluation

1 The survey was conducted by a group of EFC members and partners interested in exploring European foundations’ attitudes 
towards evaluation, in preparation for the 
Impact Island workshop held during the 2011 EFC Annual General Assembly and Conference in Cascais. This group included: 
Bernard van Leer Foundation, Bertelsmann 
Stiftung, CENTRIS, Erasmus Centre for Strategic Philanthropy, EFC, Fondazione Cariplo, Interaction Institute for Social Change and members of the Working Group on 
Philanthropy for Social Justice and Peace.



Against this backdrop, the relatively small gr
oup of foundations in Europe with a 

strong belief in the value of evaluation is st
eadily growing. This cohort, rather than 

seeing evaluations as judgments (this project f
ailed, this one succeeded, etc.) instead 

interpret evaluations as learning opportuniti
es; valuable chances for organisational 

discovery and growth. For this group, evaluati
on is not meant to control, but rather 

to assist and allow for better understanding. 
Evaluation can also play a role in 

promoting innovation, and generating evidence
 for the replication of projects and 

programmes by other organisations. Capitalisin
g on this building momentum around 

the topic, and keen to delve further into the i
ssues explored on Impact Island, over 

2012 the EFC and Fondazione Cariplo joined for
ces to organise a European Learning Lab 

entitled The Value of Evaluation. 

Based on the assumption that foundations work
 

better when they embrace a culture of learnin
g 

and have a sincere commitment and attention 

to human resources, European Learning Labs 

bring together the same class of foundation 

staff several times over a period of one 

year to explore a topic in depth. Similar to its
 predecessors2, the 2012 Lab challenged 

the class to learn from within by tapping into 
their tacit knowledge, and to share their 

experiences with their 32 fellow classmates. It 
was not a traditional training in the 

sense that expertise moved solely from teacher 
to student. In the Lab environment, it is 

rather the class that are the “experts”, as they
 already come well equipped with lessons 

learned and experiences to share. European Lea
rning Labs are about taking the implicit 

and making it explicit, building confidence in 
one’s own skills, and working through 

problems with peers. As they say: 

 

This publication should not be considered a verbatim report of the 2012 European Learning Lab. Nor should it be considered as an exhaustive guide on evaluation in foundations. It is instead offered as a snapshot of practitioners’ attitudes about, apprehensions towards, and appreciation for, evaluation as a tool to advance the learning and activities of European foundations. Case studies from Lab participants are included to illustrate these points. 

*The common sentiment at the close of the 2012 Lab was that there is a new cadre of European foundation programme staff beginning to grapple with issues of evaluation, and with a deepening appreciation for how this can improve foundations’ interventions. The result may be incremental steps and an eventual shift in the way European foundations work.*
In this vein, the following reflections are aimed at the staff, executives and board members of foundations that are interested in the topic of evaluation, wish to understand their peers’ thinking on the matter, or are just looking for an entry point to this enormous subject. These reflections are also aimed at those staff, executives and board members of foundations that maybe aren’t so interested in the topic but who 

may be just beginning to 
seriously consider if their 
organisations’ resources are 
being used to their full 
potential.     

The European Learning Lab:
From Implicit to Explicit

2 The European Learning Lab is a key element of 
the EFC’s professional development work, which 
seeks to increase the skills, knowledge and 
capacities of European foundation staff. Since 
2010, the EFC and Fondazione Cariplo have been 
co-convening Labs on varying topics on an annual 
basis in Milan.

*!!!
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Why Should we Evaluate?
The Learning Lab class agreed on the working definition that philanthropy is the accumulation of private wealth for public benefit. Such a definition might suggest that philanthropy needs no evaluation since giving away private money for the welfare of others is self-evidently a good thing. This is a mistaken view. The business case for the evaluation of philanthropy rests on four main factors:
•	Good	practice	about	what	works
•	Learning	
•	Dissemination
•	Accountability

To take good practice first, it is axiomatic that good practice requires that foundations assess the economy, efficiency, end effectiveness of interventions. Otherwise, foundations are apt to fall prey to irrational forces such as: “let’s do what we have always done”, “let’s follow the latest fashion”, or “no matter what the evidence, our trustees dictate what is to be done.” The development of good evidence-based practice both fosters and protects rationality in programmes. Experience suggests that there are seven key areas where foundations should assess good practice:

 

Turning to learning, performance results inform programme development and implementation by allowing informed discussion of the insights arising from the work so	that	practice	can	be	improved.	Arrangements	for	learning	should	take	place	in	accord	with a regular and planned cycle, so that information from the evaluation enables corrective action to the programme to be taken if necessary. 

On dissemination, there is an important role to play in sharing findi
ngs with others to 

help to develop practice in the field, as well as providing evidence-b
ased policy advice 

to government where appropriate.

Last, and certainly not least, there is the matter of accountability. P
hilanthropy enjoys 

tax advantages in many countries and is therefore a cost on the publ
ic purse. It is 

therefore important to communicate the added value of philanthropy 
to offset that 

subsidy. Creating positive outcomes for programmes and measuring the
ir impact is rising 

rapidly up the agenda in part because of the need for philanthropy t
o justify itself. 

Accountability means allowing yourself to be questioned, and demonst
rating that you are 

willing to be questioned. 

What is Evaluation, Exactly? 

Evaluation measures the change we wish to see in our work. Such chan
ge can be in our 

organisations, in our programmes, or in the wider field of interest wh
ere we are working.  

Evaluation answers the question: “How do we know we have made a diff
erence in the 

spheres we have invested in?” 

There are countless types of evaluation, but one of the most common m
ethods for 

assessing change is the Logic Model. This has the merit of being the m
ost widely used 

method, and has largely been adopted as the standard by US and UK fo
undations. The 

logic model delineates a critical path from “baseline” to “impact” wit
h four intervening 

points along the way. This yields a six-fold framework, represented s
chematically as 

follows:

These terms can be defined as follows:

Baseline The starting point or the position before the programme begins. An   

  assessment of the situation or problem to be addressed by the program
me.

Inputs  Resources needed to address the situation or problem. This covers sta
ff  

  and volunteer time, design, skills, knowledge and experience, funding 
and  

  tangible resources such as buildings and premises.

Processes Operations, social interactions, management of relationships, 

  and feelings.

Outputs  Outputs relate to the achievement of programme objectives. Deliverabl
es,  

  which are things that you can touch and count. Products, services, eve
nts,  

  workshops, visits or facilities that result from activities.

Outcomes Differences made. Outcomes relate to the achievement of programme goa
ls.  

  The changes, benefits, learning and other effects that result from wh
at  

  the project, organisation or programme makes, offers or provides. 

Impact  Overall difference made: the sum of the outcomes both positive and   

  negative.



In measuring progress from baseline to impact
, the “gold standard” would be to have 

an “experimental group” and a “control group.”
 To illustrate this, take for example 

a foundation that awards scholarships to youn
g scientists. The experimental group 

including the scientists takes advantage of th
e foundation’s scholarships, while the 

control group does not. Both groups are assess
ed at the baseline and on outcomes. 

Matching pairs at the baseline on relevant fa
ctors (e.g. on age, qualifications, gender, 

and race), the impact of the programme is measu
red by comparing outcomes of the 

experimental and control groups. Differences b
etween the two groups can be attributed 

to inputs, processes, and outputs of the schola
rship programme. Costs are assessed by 

adding up the monetary value of the inputs. Be
nefits are assessed by giving a monetary 

value to the measure of impact.

Rigorous comparisons of this type are commonl
y ruled out on the grounds of expense 

or difficulty in obtaining unbiased informati
on, or both. If a controlled experiment 

of this kind cannot be undertaken, the next be
st option is the “one sample-replicate 

measures” method, in which each young scientis
t (in this case) acts as their own control 

and differences between the baseline and outco
mes are measured. The baseline in this 

case would again include age, qualifications, g
ender, race and other items. It would 

be possible to see from this methodology wheth
er certain types of people were more 

successful than others through the scholarshi
p programme, and whether it did not 

benefit some people at all.

Taking this example one step further, after th
e scientists graduated from their studies, 

the foundation then tried to keep the cohort i
n contact by inviting the alumnae network 

to a series of lectures. Attendance to the lectu
res can be charted as follows:

An important conclusion is that the method of 
evaluation should follow what is to 

be evaluated. What do you want to know and wh
y? These are the key questions. It is 

important that we do not slavishly evaluate e
verything: only evaluate the things 

that matter. For this reason it is often not th
at important to evaluate at the grant 

level; unless, of course, the grant is large or 
has strategic importance. It is usually 

more important to evaluate at the level of a p
rogramme. Here what matters is the 

interrelationship between grants to produce d
esirable outcomes.

The following diagram, which illustrates the w
ork of a foundation that is focused on 

teens’ dental health, is a guide to this. The pr
ogramme in question aims to reduce the 

amount of cavities in a selection of teenagers
 by providing specific workshops on dental 

health in high schools. 

The chart tells us that attendance to the lecture series, at least among the scientific 

scholarship recipients, is steadily improving year upon year. But the chart doesn’t 

tell much more than this. To learn more about the lecture series, it would be necessary 

to speak with the alumnae in order to find out the quality of their experiences. As 

a general rule, it is important both to assemble and analyse what qualitative data 

already exists and what may be easily obtained by considering the stories that people 

tell. Quantity and quality is not either / or; it is both / and. 

The diagram put
s the logic mode

l into operation
 and integrates

 

evaluation with
 planning. It se

parates goals (w
hat is to be ach

ieved) 

from the activit
ies necessary to

 achieve them, a
nd the systems t

hat 

support the acti
vities.



Mark Twain is credited as saying: “When the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail.” In a field such as evaluation, problems around wrongness of fit can be insurmountable, so knowing at least some of the tools that exist and in what situations to use these, is imperative. Based on the interests of the Lab participants, the class considered three evaluation techniques in-depth: log frames, differences in differences, and participatory evaluation. Aside from being three commonly used approaches, these approaches can also be fairly easily undertaken by foundation staff that may not have had previous experiences with evaluation.

A log frame (abbreviated from “logical framework”) is a tool for improving the planning, implementation, management, monitoring and evaluation of projects. The log frame is a way of structuring the main elements in a project and highlighting the logical linkages between them. The following is a common formulation of the log frame  : 

Difference in Differences (DID) (sometimes “Dif-in-Difs”) is a quasi-experimental technique used in econometrics that measures the effect of a treatment at a given period in time. It is often used to measure the change induced by a particular treatment or event, though may be subject to certain biases (mean reversion bias, etc.). In contrast to awithin-subjects estimate of the treatment effect (that measures the difference in an outcome after and before treatment) or a between-subjects estimate of the treatment effect (that measures the difference in an outcome between the treatment and control groups), the DID estimator represents the difference between the pre-post, within-subjects differences of the treatment and control groups.

The basic premise of DID is to examine the effect of some sort of treatment by comparing the treatment group after treatment both to the treatment group before treatment and to some other control group. Naively, you might consider simply looking at the treatment group before and after treatment to try to deduce the effect of the treatment. However, a lot of other things were surely going on at exactly the same time as the treatment. DID uses a control group to subtract out other changes at the same time, assuming that these other changes were identical between the treatment and control groups. The Achilles’ Heel of DID is when something else changes between the two groups at the same time as the treatment. For it to be an accurate estimation, we must also assume that the composition of the two groups remains the same over the course of the treatment. Also we need to consider the possible serial correlation issues.

Department for International Development of the United Kingdom, Tools for Development: A handbook for those 
involved in development activity (2002) : www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/toolsfordevelopment.pdf.

Tools for your Evaluation Toolbox

Type 1: Log Frames

Type 2: Differences in Differences

Project structures Indicators of 
Achievement

Means of
Verification

Important Risks 
and Assumptions

Outputs

Activities

Goal

Purpose



Consider this example: State A p
asses a bill offering tax deduc

tion to employers

providing health insurance. Let
 us also consider that in the y

ear after the bill passed 

(year 2) the percentage of firms
 offering health insurance inc

reased by 30% compared to 

the year before the bill was pa
ssed (year 1). To estimate the im

pact of the bill on the 

percentage of firms offering he
alth insurance, we could simply

 do a before and after 

analysis and conclude that the
 bill increased insurance offer

ings by 30%. The problem 

is that there could be a trend 
over time for more employers to

 offer insurance. It is 

impossible to identify if the ta
x deductibility or the time tren

d caused this increase 

in firm offering.

One way to identify the impact 
of the bill is to run a DID regr

ession. If there is a State 

B that did not change the way i
t treated employer provided hea

lth insurance, this could 

be used as a control group to c
ompare the changes between Sta

tes A and B between the 

two years. The regression looks
 as follows : 

Where Y is the percentage of fi
rms offering health insurance 

in each state in each time 

period, T is a time dummy, SA is 
a state dummy for state A, and T

*SA is the interaction of 

the time dummy and the state A 
dummy. The chart below display

s the percentage of firms 

offering insurance in each sta
te and time period.

The next chart explains what e
ach coefficient in the regressi

on represents.

In this formula,     is the basel
ine average,     represents the 

time trend in the control 

group,    represents the differe
nces between the two states in 

year 1, and     represents 

the difference in the changes o
ver time. Assuming that both sta

tes have the same health 

insurance trends over time, a p
ossible national time trend has

 now been controlled. It 

is now possible to identify wha
t the true impact of the tax de

ductibility is on

employers offering insurance.

Participatory evaluation provides for active involvement in the evaluation process of those
 

with a stake in the programme: providers, partners, beneficiaries and any other interested

parties. Participation typically takes place throughout all phases of the evaluation:

planning and design; gathering and analyzing the data; identifying the evaluation finding
s, 

conclusions, and recommendations; disseminating results; and preparing an action plan to

improve programme performance.

Participatory evaluations typically share several characteristics that set them apart from
 

traditional evaluation approaches. These include :

PARTICIPANT FoCUS AND oWNERSHIP : Participatory evaluations are primarily oriented to the information needs of programme stakeholders rather than of the donor agency. The donor agency simply helps the participants conduct their own evaluations, thus building their ownership and commitment to the results andfacilitating their follow-up action.
SCoPE oF PARTICIPATIoN : The range of participants included and the roles they play may vary. For example, some evaluations may target only programme providers or beneficiaries, while others may include the full array of stakeholders.PARTICIPANT NEGoTIATIoNS : Participating groups meet to communicate and negotiate to reach a consensus on evaluation findings, solve problems, and make plans to improve performance.
DIvERSITy oF vIEWS : views of all participants are sought and recognised.More powerful stakeholders allow participation of the less powerful.LEARNING PRoCESS : The process is a learning experience for participants. Emphasis is on identifying lessons learned that will help participants improve program implementation, as well as on assessing whether targets were achieved.FLExIBLE DESIGN : While some preliminary planning for the evaluation may be necessary, design issues are decided (as much as possible) in the participatory process. Generally, evaluation questions and data collection and analysis methods are determined by the participants, not by outside evaluators.
EMPIRICAL oRIENTATIoN : Good participatory evaluations are based on empirical data. Typically, rapid appraisal techniques are used to determine what happened and why.
USE oF FACILITAToRS : Participants actually conduct the evaluation, not outside evaluators as is traditional. However, one or more outside experts usually serve as facilitator; that is, provide supporting roles as mentor, trainer, groupprocessor, negotiator, and/or methodologist.

Type 3: Participatory Evaluation



There are some st
eps necessary to

 be taken when

conducting a par
ticipatory evalu

ation: 

Decide if a participatory evaluation approach is appropriate : 

Participatory ev
aluations are es

pecially useful 
when there are q

uestions about

implementation d
ifficulties or pr

ogramme effects o
n beneficiaries, 

or when informat
ion is

wanted on stakeh
olders’ knowledge

 of program goal
s or their views 

of progress. Trad
itional

evaluation appro
aches may be mor

e suitable when 
there is a need f

or independent o
utside judgment, 

when specialised
 information is n

eeded that only t
echnical experts

 can provide, whe
n key

stakeholders don
’t have time to pa

rticipate, or whe
n such serious l

ack of agreement
 exists among 

stakeholders tha
t a collaborative

 approach is lik
ely to fail. 

Decide on the degree of participation

What groups will
 participate and

 what roles will
 they play? Parti

cipation may be b
road, 

with a wide arra
y of programme s

taff, beneficiari
es, partners, and 

others. It may, 

alternatively, ta
rget one or two o

f these groups. F
or example, if th

e aim is to uncov
er what 

hinders programm
e implementation

, field staff may
 need to be invol

ved. If the issue 
is a programme’s 

effect on local c
ommunities, benef

iciaries may be t
he most appropri

ate participants
. If the aim is to

 

know if all stak
eholders underst

and a programme’
s goals and view

 progress simila
rly, broad

participation ma
y be best. Roles m

ay range from se
rving as a resou

rce or informant
 to

participating fu
lly in some or al

l phases of the e
valuation. 

Prepare the evaluation scope of work

Consider the eva
luation approach

: the basic metho
ds, schedule, logi

stics, and fundin
g. Special

attention should
 go to defining r

oles of the outsi
de facilitator an

d participating 
stakeholders.

As much as possi
ble, decisions su

ch as the evalua
tion questions to

 be addressed an
d the

development of d
ata collection in

struments and an
alysis plans sho

uld be left to th
e participatory 

process rather th
an be predetermi

ned in the scope 
of work. 

Conduct the team planning meeting

Typically, the pa
rticipatory eval

uation process b
egins with a wor

kshop of the 

facilitator and p
articipants. The 

purpose is to bui
ld consensus on 

the aim of the ev
aluation;

refine the scope 
of work and clar

ify roles and res
ponsibilities of 

the participants
 and 

facilitator;revie
w the schedule, l

ogistical arrang
ements, and agend

a; and train part
icipants in basic

 

data collection a
nd analysis. Assi

sted by the facil
itator, participa

nts identify the 
evaluation

questions they w
ant answered. Th

e approach taken
 to identify ques

tions may be open
 ended or may 

stipulate broad 
areas of inquiry

.  Participants th
en select approp

riate methods an
d develop

data-gathering i
nstruments and a

nalysis plans ne
eded to answer th

e questions. 

Conduct the evaluation

Participatory ev
aluations seek t

o maximise stake
holders’ involvem

ent in conductin
g the evaluation

 

in order to promo
te learning. Part

icipants define t
he questions, con

sider the data co
llection skills, 

methods, and comm
itment of time an

d labor required
. Participatory e

valuations usual
ly use rapid 

appraisal techni
ques, which are s

impler, quicker, a
nd less costly th

an conventional 
sample surveys.  

Typically, facili
tators are skille

d in these method
s, and they help 

train and guide 
other

participants in 
their use. 

Analyze the data and build consensus on results

once the data ar
e gathered, parti

cipatory approac
hes to analyzing

 and interpretin
g them help

participants bui
ld a common body

 of knowledge. on
ce the analysis i

s complete, facili
tators work

with participant
s to reach consen

sus on findings, 
conclusions, and 

recommendations.
 Facilitators

may need to nego
tiate among stak

eholder groups i
f disagreements 

emerge. Developin
g a common

understanding of
 the results, on t

he basis of empir
ical evidence, be

comes the corner
stone for group 

commitment to a p
lan of action. 

Prepare an action plan

Facilitators wor
k with participa

nts to prepare an
 action plan to i

mprove programme
performance.

The knowledge sh
ared by particip

ants about a pro
gramme’s strength

s and weaknesses
 is turned

into action. Empo
wered by knowled

ge, participants 
become agents of

 change and appl
y the

lessons they hav
e learned to impr

ove performance. 

Regardless of the evaluation technique selected, there are some basic questions and issues 
that need to be resolved before diving into the evaluation deep end: 

 What will the evaluation cover and, just as importantly, what will it not cover? 
 What is the goal of the evaluation? 
 Are the expectations of involved staff, board members,
 grantees, etc. clarified and in line? 

Remembering the acronym oURS can assist when designing evaluations (careful not to start 
referring to your evaluation as SoUR): 

Who owns the evaluation? Foundations should ideally be the 
architects of their own. If the skills are present, 
undertaking the evaluation in-house can often lead to more 
learning and reflection. 

Think thourgh what the intended end result should be, and 
then work backwards: will the evaluation serve a purpose? 

Is the evaluation fit for purpose? one wouldn’t mow a lawn 
with scissors. Just like in evaluation, choosing the correct 
tool is a necessity. 

But do be careful not to confuse simple with simplistic. 

To offer another acronym, performance indicators in any evaluation should also becarefully selected and should always be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-limited).

Elements of a Good Evaluation: Is it Ours or is it Sour? 



of course, one Learning Lab did not provide ade
quate time for the class to gain a 

comprehensive overview of all evaluation tech
niques, tools, and strategies.

Luckily, there are countless useful resources 
already in existence which can help 

those foundation staff who are interested in d
igging deeper:

TRASI: Tools and Resources for Assesing Social 
Impact http://trasi.foundationcenter.org/

Impact Evaluations and Development:   Guidance 
from NoNIE (Network of Networks on Impact Evalu-
ation) http://siteresources.worldbank.org/ExToED/
Resources/nonie_guidance.pdf

GrantCraft Evaluation Technique Series: Getting 
past the jargon http://www.grantcraft.org/index.
cfm?fuseaction=page.viewPage&pageID=1224

More bibliographies on evaluation

Washington State University, E
valuation Bibliography 

http://extension.wsu.edu/pd/res
ources/documents/Evaluation%2

0Bibliography.pdf

University of Wisconsin, Progr
am Development and Evaluation

 

http://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/
evaluation/evallogicbiblio.htm

l

Canadian Platform to Increase
 usage of Real-world Evidence,

 

Annotated Bibliography on Eva
luation Capacity Building 

http://www.thecaptureproject.ca
/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Ev

aluation-Capacity-

Building-Sept-2011-Final.pdf

University of North Carolina, 
School of Information and

Library Science, outcome Based
 Evaluation Bibliography 

http://sils.unc.edu/research/pr
ojects/archive/trln/bibliograp

hy/outcome-based-

evaluation#WWW

The following six case
 studies of evaluation

 in practice in 

European foundations 
provide a snapshot of 

practitioners’ attitude
s 

about, apprehensions t
owards, and appreciati

on for, evaluation as a
 

tool to advance the lea
rning and activities o

f these diverse

organisations. How the
 European Learning Lab

 affected their

thinking on the matter
 is also touched upon.

our foundation decided to undertake a midterm evaluation of a project, aimed at assessing 
the effectiveness of the Bernard van Leer Foundation’s investment (and involvement) in 
 communications and advocacy towards a goal of nationally increasing the percentage of 
indigenous, rural children under three with access to quality home visiting programmes 
that integrate birth registration, health, nutritional support and parent education in 
Peru. The evaluation results will help our foundation better understand the effectiveness 
of this part of the strategy so far, and to reorient or consolidate midterm and future
investments accordingly in order to have more impact on young children.The programme has five strategies. The first two strategies were intended to increase the 
amount of financial resources available for home visiting and food security programmes at 
the national level, including:

Regional lobby through the Organisation of American 

States to set benchmarks for home visiting, food 

security and nutrition of indigenous and rural children 

under three.  

National lobby and communications to put investment 

in home visiting and food security for indigenous, rural 

children under three on the political agenda. 

Understanding the Baseline in Peru 
By: Nyambura Rugoiyo & Leonardo Yanez of the Bernard van Leer Foundation

Looking for More Tools?

Case Study 1



1. Quantitative information about media coverage of the issue of early learning as related to the work of grantees.

2. A map that shows how many and where are the mayors who have signed up for a pact to invest in early childhood.  

3. Quantitative information about increased investment nationally and more specifically in Huancavelica and Loreto.

4. Quantitative information about increases in service delivery nationally and specifically in Huancavelica and Loreto.

5. Some qualitative information about how, if service delivery has increased, these new services benefitted specific

    families or communities. 

The next three strategies were intended to ensure that: i) indigeno
us rural

municipalities actually get more resources for home visiting and f
ood security

programmes at the local level, and, ii) that the municipalities then
 initiate and

expand home visiting and food security programmes with those reso
urces. 

In consequence, the mid-term evaluation project will assess the wor
k of key

grantees such as the organisation of American States, the citizen m
ovement 

“Investment in Early Childhood”, a national University (UARM) and a
 network of 

rural Mayors (REMURPE), as well as the Bernard van Leer Foundation
’s own 

involvement in communications in advocacy (for example, the role o
f the Programme 

officer, and foundation senior staff). Additionally, the Bernard van
 Leer 

Foundation also wanted to get:

From the outset, we understood the importance of identifying the ba
seline: what 

was the current state-of-play in this area? The indigenous populat
ion of Peru is 

4 million people (15.7% of the total population) of whom approximate
ly 568,000 are 

between zero and eight years old and 190,000 are below the age of t
hree. 

Roughly 85% of these children (483,000 and 161,000 in the respective a
ge groups) are 

classified as living in rural areas and 15% (72,000 and 24,000 respec
tively) live 

in the Amazon Jungle. 33% of indigenous children live in poverty a
nd 45% live in 

extreme poverty. These rates are 37% and 49% for children living in
 the Amazon 

Jungle (UNICEF-INEI, 2010). When the Bernard van Leer Foundation sta
rted working 

on this issue in this region, there were no existing programmes tha
t provided

support to parents of young children aged zero to three.

The terms of reference of the project were designed by the 

Programme officer at the Bernard van Leer Foundation

and reviewed by the Evaluation Team (made up of eight 

people from various foundations)

and led by Nyambur
a.  The comments and

 remarks volunteere
d by the 

group members were 
used in the negotia

tion and the fine-tu
ning of the 

final design of the
 evaluation terms o

f references.  The i
dentified 

consultants for the
 midterm evaluation

 found the group’s f
eedback very 

helpful and overall
 the result was a m

uch stronger and cl
earer terms 

of reference.  We ho
pe that we can ther

efore expect strong
 and rigorous 

evidence in terms o
f the objectives of 

this midterm evalua
tion.



As part of our Learning 
Lab homework assignment

, we took the opportunity
 to evaluate 

the League of Historical
 Accessible Cities project

, in which five foundatio
ns are 

running projects promoti
ng accessibility, sustain

able tourism and heritag
e protection 

in four different countr
ies, linked all together 

by a European objective. 
The fact 

that so many organisatio
ns are involved in the L

eague increased the comp
lexity of 

the evaluation task but, 
on the other hand, it als

o made the results much 
more 

interesting. For Fondazio
ne Banca del Monte di Lu

cca the exercise was par
ticularly 

revealing, as this was th
e organisation’s first fo

ray into the world of ev
aluation. 

We have, all together, hig
hlighted the main points

 of the single projects a
nd the 

common objectives, selecti
ng indicators to illustr

ate our progress thus 

far (it is important to n
ote that the projects are

 still running). The 

EFC Secretariat worked to
 put all the data togethe

r in a standard 

format in order to prepa
re a common document tha

t would clearly 

represent the whole conc
ept of the League project

, which has been 

operational since 2010.

Thinking about how to ev
aluate was, in itself, a v

ery useful 

experience for all the st
akeholders to undertake 

together. 

The importance of develo
ping commonly understoo

d indicators, objectives, 

processes, etc., especially
 during the planning ph

ase of an initiative 

such as the League, emerg
ed as a key piece of lear

ning. We will definitely 

keep this in mind in the
 future, particularly wh

en embarking on such a 

complex project with mul
tiple stakeholders using

 multiple languages. If 

we had held the conversa
tion to define common vo

cabulary and measurable
 

earlier in the process, w
e would have saved ourse

lves some time later. 

We are sure that this eva
luation exercise and the

 experience we had 

 during the 2012 European
 Learning Lab of learnin

g from our peers will  

be useful for us to refer
 back to when 

planning future interven
tions, and will 

also help us as we encou
rage more use of 

evaluation as a tool for
 learning within 

our own organisations. 

At the first session of the 2012 European Lea
rning Lab the facilitator, Barry Knight, 

gave us an overview of different evaluation 
models and approaches. It was around 

the same time that our foundation was launc
hing the fifth edition of our most 

popular research grants programme: “Bando P
rogetti di Eccellenza” (Call for 

Excellence). The board of Fondazione Cassa di
 Risparmio di Padova e Rovigo had 

specifically asked us to consider how best to
 deepen the initiative’s impact, looking 

in particular at the results of the scientifi
c proposals supported over the years by 

the programme. It was therefore natural for u
s once back in Padova to use the 

knowledge learned at the Lab to design and i
mplement an evaluation plan for the 

Call for Excellence initiative.

Is the Call for Excellence, Excellent?
By: Thomas Bastianel and Alberto Bortolami of Fondazione Cassa di Rispmario di Padova e Rovigo

Case Study 3

At the European Learning Lab we learned about the im
portance of evaluating projects as 

a necessary tool to understand if what we are doing, 
we are doing well. We looked closely 

at our interventions in a specific sector and the dev
elopment of relating projects,

specifically examining results to understand if we a
re achieving what we set out to do. 

From our perspective, evaluation is important as, firs
t off, it is a tool to help us 

understand if we have been effective in our actions, p
articularly related to our 

original objectives. Second, it allows us to consider i
f we have been efficient in terms 

of changing or solving something. Third, we have been
 able to better understand if our 

projects are sustainable. Finally, with a well done ev
aluation, it is possible to 

disseminate results and to receive even more valuable
 feedback about the work being 

undertaken, giving at the same time added value to ou
r annual reports and general 

promotional documents.

Finding Common Language around the 

League of Historical and Accessible Cities

By: Elizabeth Franchini of Fondazione Banca del Monte di Lucca and Maria Orejas of the European Foundation Centre 

Case Study 2

By way of background, Bando Progetti di Eccellenza is a call for research grant proposals, published almost every year by the foundation, aiming to sustain the improvement of quality in scientific research, from universities to public and non-profit research institutions. Applicants (Principal Investigators) must be researchers working in the foundation’s geographic area (the provinces of Padova and Rovigo in North-eastern Italy), regardless of scientific field and research position. The selection process is delegated to an external Evaluation Committee, formed by prominent national researchers without affiliations to local universities and research institutions. The Evaluation Committee is divided into three Commissions (Science & Technology, Biomedicine, and Humanities & Social Sciences) that also rely on reviews from international experts (three for each proposals) when making their selections. The only evaluation criterion is the scientific excellence. Grants are made up to €500,000 for projects in the Science & Technology and Biomedicine areas, and up to €150,000 for Humanities & Social Sciences. The duration of the research projects must be from two to three years.



The overall purpose of the meta-evaluation would be to assess to what 
extent the initiative contributed to generate global learning and to 
influence policies and practices in the child protection sector, in line 
with the three main objectives of the programme: 

The proposed methodological approach, developed for my Lab homework, is a 
combination of the logic model with the outcome mapping approach, 
possibly complemented by the most significant change technique. Given the 
peculiar nature of the initiative and since it would be impossible to 
assess changes directly and uniquely attributable to the Fund’s 
activities, the meta-evaluation is framed to assess the contribution of 
the initiative (rather than the attribution) to generate changes in 
violence prevention policies and practices. 

on the one hand, the logic model (see figure below) will help understand, 
monitor and assess the path linking the Fund’s inputs to the outputs, 
outcomes and ultimately to the impact (with special focus on the outcome 
level dealing with the uptake of the evaluation findings).

The Children and violence Evaluation Challe
nge Fund is a 

grantmaking initiative aimed at reducing vi
olence against 

children in low and middle-income countries 
by funding

rigorous evaluations of violence prevention 
and child

protection programmes. Started in 2011 as a p
ooled fund

supported by three foundations (with a fourt
h donor joining 

as from 2013) and hosted by the Network of Eu
ropean

Foundations, the Children and violence Evalu
ation Challenge 

Fund is intended to fund 15 – 20 evaluations 
over the period 

2011 – 2014. These evaluations are expected to
 be used to 

improve programmes and policies, thus ultima
tely 

contributing to eradicating violence from th
e lives of

children. During the 2012 European Learning 
Lab, although 

the Fund was still at an early stage and no 
formal 

evaluation framework had yet been set up, I d
ecided to use 

my homework assignment as an opportunity to
 start reflecting 

on a possible evaluation of the initiative. T
his would imply the evaluation 

of evaluations, and their uptake. In other wo
rds: a meta-evaluation.  

To expand the evidence base about violence prevention and child protection strategies that work in low and middle-income countries. 

To enhance the capacity of organisations working in this field to recognise the potential of rigorous evaluations.
To disseminate the evaluation findings to influence and change policies and practices in the sector. 

Evaluating Evaluations
By: Barbara Gallo of the Network of European Foundations

Case Study 4

So far, Bando Progetti di Eccellenza has supp
orted more than 110 research projects. In 

December 2011 the 40 projects supported in th
e first two editions of the Call were all 

finished or close to being finished. Therefor
e we decided to send to the 

Principal Investigators of those projects a p
ost-evaluation survey soliciting 

information along different dimensions: rese
arch team, equipment and infrastructure, 

research products, dissemination, etc. once th
e required data was collected from 33 

research projects, we tried to compare it with
 the information provided by the 

Principal Investigators in the original rese
arch proposal using the Logic Model to 

compare results from planning. Actual and ex
pected results were integrated in a new 

“from inputs to impact” framework according 
to the Logic Model diagram and for each 

step of the process we identified specific ob
jects to be evaluated:

Investments in equipment
 Newly hired researchers  

Collaborations with other research teams  Collaborations with companies and institutions

Scientific publications
 Presentations at scientific conferences

Appearances in mass media
New patents and start ups

New research projects (spinoffs)
 Additional funds and new employment 

The evaluation gave us useful information about the effectiveness
 of the programme, 

both in the positive and negative sense. We found, for example, that
 scientific

publications and collaborations with international teams occurred
 more than 

expected. Furthermore, we realised that additional funds given to t
he supported 

groups were nearly the exact same as the original funds granted b
y the foundation. 

one could therefore say that Bando Progetti di Eccellenza has a re
turn on investment 

equal to one: for each Euro invested by the foundation, the researc
hers were able to 

secure one Euro in additional funds. on the other hand, we noted th
at the number of 

patents and start-ups was lower than the expected amount declared
 in the research 

proposals during the application phase. In light of this evidence, 
we are thinking to 

design a new post-grant programme supporting the research teams i
n transforming

scientific innovation into new products and services, bridging the
 gap between

discovery and application.

Beyond what we can directly do to leverage the impact of our initi
ative, the Learning 

Lab experience taught us the importance of effectively communicati
ng the

evaluation results to our stakeholders. For this reason, we are wor
king on a

communications plan to disseminate the evaluation results reachin
g out to different 

audiences and stakeholders, from local scientific communities to po
tential investors 

as well as the general public.

The Bando Progetti di Eccellenza evaluation was designed, coordina
ted and 

implemented in-house by the responsible Programme Manager and one
 person from 

the Strategic Planning office of our foundation. External referees
 from academic 

institutions and one person from the foundation’s Communications D
epartment 

provided some input to the design phase. 



vIoLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN IN LoW AND MIDDLE-INCoME 
CoUNTRIES REDUCED

- Changes in policy making in line with the evaluation findings- Changes in programming and donor trends in line with the 
  evaluation findings
- Evidence-based approach and culture of evaluation
  strengthened across relevant stakeholders

- Set of robust evaluations of violence prevention
  and child protection programmes  conducted
- Capacity of the grantees and their partners 
  strengthened
- Key findings effectively communicated and dissem
  nated to relevant target audiences

- Grantmaking  rounds of call for proposals (at least two)
- Capacity building for the grantees (small cash grants, mentoring  mechanism)
- Communication activities (website, social media, publications,  workshops, conferences)

- Funds (€1,500,000) expected to be increased
- Expertise within the foundations and their networks 
- Networks and contacts with key stakeholders (UN SRSG on vAC, WHo,  UNICEF etc..)

UPTAkE OF EVALUATION FINDINGS!

Although the linear logic mod
el is attractive, the reality i

s that

development is not a straight 
input-output-outcome-impact mo

torway, but a 

road with curves and crossing
s in a changing landscape. on

 the other hand, 

the outcome mapping approach 
would allow for taking into a

ccount the 

complexity of the reality und
er assessment dealing with th

e influence of 

research on decision-making a
t policy and programme levels

. 

In so doing, this approach wou
ld address one of the main wea

knesses of 

the logic model, which is the o
versimplification of a non-lin

ear reality. 

The outcome mapping approach
 (see below the RoMA version ad

apted by oDI/

RAPID)4 would be particularly 
helpful to identify the qualit

ative impact 

of research in terms of chang
ed behaviours and practices o

f practitioners, 

policy-making and donors work
ing in the sectors of violence

 prevention and 

child protection.

4 Arnaldo Pellini, The RAPID ou
tcome Mapping Approach and Pr

oject 

Management for Policy Change,
 oDI opinion, August 2011.



In addition to this, the Most Significant Change technique – a participatory qualitative method based on the identification of stories of “significant change” generated by the intervention – could turn out to be a powerful communication tool for ultimately sharing the Fund’s achievements. 

This homework assignment was helpful for a number of reasons. First of all, simply because it provided an opportunity for me to take the time to reflect on how to frame the meta-evaluation of the programme. Although there has been some initial discussion about the need for a meta-evaluation framework, the daily workload often makes it necessary to postpone it or think that hiring consultants could be an easy solution. Secondly, even when we do take the time to think about how to assess and measure the changes we intend to make, we rarely have the opportunity to solicit views and perspectives from people who are not directly involved in the initiative (unless we pay high consultancy fees). In this sense, the group exercise was an opportunity to get other people’s views, more importantly people who would contribute with their own experiences from the philanthropic sector. In other words, the assignment was an opportunity to “force” me to take some time to think about how to frame a possible meta-evaluation, to put these ideas in writing in order to make them understandable to others, and then to listen to other views and ideas that could enrich my initial thinking. 

Through this process and thanks to the inpu
ts of the other members 

of the Learning Lab class, I gained a better 
awareness of the key 

meta-evaluation questions, possible evaluati
on methods and most

importantly the possible challenges that suc
h an exercise would 

pose. Several questions discussed within our 
group still remain open. 

For example, what if the evaluations do not t
urn out to be as 

rigorous as expected? Are 15 – 20 evaluations
 enough evidence to 

influence policy making? Are 3 – 4 years enou
gh time to see the

impact of findings and to assess their uptak
e, considering the

complexity of these processes?

But the discussion itself was enriching and 
useful. Asking the right 

questions and beginning the search for poss
ible answers is already 

a good starting point not only for setting u
p the meta-evaluation, 

but also to improve the quality of my daily 
work as the Programme 

Manager of the Fund.

Getting Beyond the Jargon: Evaluating Networks
By: Marzia Sica of Compagnia di San Paolo 

Compagnia di San Paolo promotes multi
-level networks between grantees and p

artners, 

and believes this work is important fo
r several reasons. First, this allows fo

r impact 

to be maximised, while simultaneously 
reducing costs and increasing efficien

cy. Second, 

the building of networks allows for kn
ow-how and best practices to be shared

. Finally, 

we feel that this work allows 

us to be more sustainable and 

flexible, and allows for broader 

dissemination of information. 

We have been developing 

networks for quite some time 

now, as we feel the correlation 

between the “promotion of 

networks” and “promotion of 

social change” is clear, and 

catalysing multi-level  and 

complex networks working on 

the same topic, or in the same 

geographical area, is one of the 

more stimulating and 
challenging ways to pursue the 

foundations’ mission.

Case Study 5

Compagnia di San Paolo promotes multi-level networks between grantees and partners, 
and believes this work is important for several reasons. First, this allows for 
impact to be maximised, while simultaneously reducing costs and increasing 
efficiency. Second, the building of networks allows for know-how and best practices 
to be shared. Finally, we feel that this work allows us to be more sustainable and 
flexible, and allows for broader dissemination of information. 
We have been developing networks for quite some time now, as we feel the correlation 
between the “promotion of networks” and “promotion of social change” is clear, and 
catalysing multi-level  and complex networks working on the same topic, or in the 
same geographical area, is one of the more stimulating and challenging ways to 
pursue the foundations’ mission.
During the 2012 European Learning Lab I suggested to focus on the evaluation of 
multi-stakeholder programmes and networks. The choice of this specific issue came 
about because of an exercise within the Social Sector Unit of Compagnia di San Paolo 
in 2012. We felt the need to go beyond the foundation’s jargon in order to: analyse in 
more depth the networks promoted by our unit in the area of social innovation; 
clarify the objectives of the various networks; achieve better coordination between 
networks; and, analyse costs and develop tools for monitoring and evaluating 
networks. 



A “Glass Half Full" Approach to EvaluationBy: Anna Piotrovskaya of the Dmitry Zimin Dynasty Foundation

I am very happy to have participated in the 2012 European Learning Lab. Though I have never considered evaluation to be my main job, I find it extremely important to understand how that business works. The Lab also gave me a sense of what I should I do with that newly acquired knowledge. Most fortunately, my participation in the Lab took place at around the same time as our foundation was going through the process of an evaluation.

Case Study 6

The Dmitry Zimin Dynasty Foundation commissioned an external organisation to conduct 

a comprehensive and independent evaluation of the foundation’s performance in 

comparison to the highest international standards with the intent to explore new 

opportunities for improving the foundation’s processes and outcomes. The primary 

questions of interest to our board included:
 How well did the foundation implement its 2009 – 2011 strategy?
 How can the strategies be improved to maximise impacts of future strategies?

 Are changes in the foundation’s “self‐identity” (mission and major long‐term

 priorities) needed to maximise impacts? What monitoring and evaluation mechanisms can aid the foundation in

 developing an internal evaluation system that will inform the foundation of

 its future performance?
I decided to interpret this organisational evaluation as a learning opportunity and 

saw this is not only applicable to me as the Executive Director, but for all members of 

the foundation staff as well. I must say that the Lab really helped me in developing 

this positive attitude and approach to the exercise, and then allowing me to feel 

confident enough to discuss the evaluation with my colleagues at the foundation. 

The most valuable part of the Learning Lab for me was ultimately arriving at the 

understanding – after having listened to colleagues from across Europe and having 

told my own story to the class as well – that human logic can be applied to almost all 

aspects of evaluation. 
If one stops thinking about evaluation as a frightening, bewildering, tiring and 

boring activity and task, it stops being all that. It is about our work, our knowledge 

of ourselves, about growth and progress, and about moving forward. So: it is positive. 

The work on developing an internal evaluation system in our foundation continues. And 

I am very grateful to the Lab for supporting me in that work over the last year.

We decided to focus on a network’s metrics, its vibrancy, its connectivity, as 
well as the effects seen as a result of the network’s formation. But a long 
list of issues emerged from this initial phase of the exercise, mostly 
concerning: the core sense of the promotion of networks for our 
organisation; the positioning of our foundation in the networks promoted; 
the added costs related to this approach; and, the sustainability of 
networks strongly supported by foundations. The 2012 Learning Lab was 
held at exactly this point in the process. 

The possibility of presenting the process we were developing within 
Compagnia di San Paolo to the Learning Lab class was very useful. It 
quickly became clear that many of the issues that had been concerning us 
internally were also concerns for other foundations working to promote 
networks. It was also a good opportunity to share the various 
methodologies used to monitor and evaluate networks, and to share our main 
“tips” on the subject. Some of Lab participants, including myself, were even 
interested in building a team of foundation staff working on this specific 
subject in order to work together in the development of joint methods and 
tools. 

Thanks to the 2012 European Learning Lab, I feel more aware of what a 
monitoring and evaluation process for a network should look like. I also 
shared the main findings and reflections from the Lab with Compagnia’s 
internal team still working on this issue. I am sure that this will help to 
inform the ongoing process within my team and will also help us to 
identify the “                     ” when it comes to the monitoring and 
evaluation of networks. 



Roadblocks to Implementation

Help Hinder

Many foundation staff seem to be able 
to relate to the experience of watchin

g 

colleagues creep out of the room when 
the word “evaluation” is mentioned. The

y 

feel the need to speak softly when utt
ering the words “analysis”, “monitoring

”, 

or “validity”, and generally feel alone
 in their efforts to get colleagues in 

their organisations interested in not 
only undertaking, but also the results

 of, 

evaluations. Why is it that, all too oft
en, evaluation reports are placed at th

e 

bottom of reading piles, archived for “
future reference”, or inexplicably 

disappearing entirely? This failure to
 implement is likely a result of the h

os-

tility some foundations seem to displa
y towards evaluation generally, as ref

er-

enced in the first section of this publ
ication. 

It also seems that many foundation pro
gramme staff view the evaluation field

 

as being largely owned by professiona
ls, and as a result feel they don’t (eve

n 

can’t) understand such reports, and are
 downright frightened of trying. 

Paradoxically, much of the investment 
made in evaluation by foundations is 

wasted as: the evaluation was started 
too late; the results of the process ar

e 

unexpected or undesirable and therefo
re ignored; and, many foundations are 

reluctant to change strategic directio
n on the foot of evaluation findings. T

he 

Learning Lab class developed a list of
 factors that can both help and hinder

 

the implementation of evaluation in fo
undations:

over-ambitious or unclear briefs Not having all stakeholders on board, or on 

the same page  
Short-term thinking 
Trouble in identifying and selecting an 
 appropriate evaluator 
overestimating in-house skills Rushing it 

owning the evaluation Having buy-in from management Building evaluations into work   

plans 

Creating clear Terms of Reference from the 

outset

Simplifying the process Internally agreeing on a clear question 

that is in need of an answer Depersonalising the work as much as 

possible

Developing a communications action plan in 

advance 

Building a culture of learning !!!



Building a Culture of Learning
While the items in the “help” column may certainly encourage those hostile to look upon evaluation more favourably, organisational culture is unfortunately something which gets under the carpet and behind the wallpaper and as a result is extremely difficult to change. It is more often than not shaped by those at the top of the organisational hierarchy and the interests and motivations of the leadership. If evaluation is to be successful, it needs to be an integral part of any foundation’s planning processes, and it is the management that dictates what these processes should look like. Herein lies the conundrum, and it is a rare foundation that will own up to and announce changes in its strategy as a result of having to acknowledge the uncomfortable reality of an expensive mistake.

 
of course, organisational change of any kind is always difficult: as a general rule of thumb, one third of staff will be totally opposed to any whiff of change, one third will be enthusiastically in favour, and the final third will be generally ambivalent. Introducing evaluation and a more rigorous learning culture into any organisation, particularly those that have been hostile to such assessments in the past, can therefore often be an uphill battle. 

For larger organisations, this may be easier to achieve by establishing a unit dedicated to strategic learning and evaluation. If an entire unit is not possible, smaller organisations have found success in embedding individual evaluators within various programmatic departments, positioning these staff members as allies to programme officers rather than as those who are there solely to make life difficult through criticism. Some foundations find it useful to involve as many stakeholders in the evaluation process as possible, including colleagues and grantees, thereby creating a wider community of interest. Regardless of the approach taken, time seems to be a reoccurring issue or, more accurately, the lack thereof. Unless foundation staff are given enough time to properly digest, discuss and implement evaluation results, odds are this is not something they will undertake under their own steam

A 2011 survey by Grant
Craft5 entitled “How do you b

uild in learning when 
there’s 

no time to learn?” sugg
ests that a true cultur

e of learning in any o
rganisation 

can only be present if
 the following buildin

g blocks are present:

5 GrantCraft is a projec
t of the EFC and the Ne

w york-based 

Foundation Center. Gran
tCraft guides are base

d on practi-

tioners’ experiences, an
d provide practical wi

sdom for grant-

makers on both sides o
f the Atlantic.

Discussing impact measurement with bo
ards is an issue unto 

itself. If foundation staff are a tough
 crowd, many of the boards 

of European foundations seem even mor
e sceptical about the 

value of evaluation, particularly when
 they hear the price tags 

of expert evaluators. Some Learning La
b participants had the 

impression that their boards were more
 interested in the next 

“big thing” than in learning about pas
t successes and failures. 

By focusing only on new grantmaking, 
a foundation’s ability to 

engage in learning from existing gran
ts (mistakes or otherwise) 

is often compromised.

But would a pharmaceutical company re
lease a new drug without 

first testing the effects? Getting a bo
ard enthusiastic about 

evaluation can be challenging, but hav
ing an open and honest 

relationship with an evaluator is key
 so that if bad news is 

eventually delivered, this can be done
 in a sensitive 

manner. How news is delivered is somet
imes as important as what 

the news itself is, and may contribute 
to getting the board on 

side. And of course, if the board isn’t o
n board from the outset, 

with a clear understanding of the rol
e of evaluation in 

organisational learning and its poten
tial to help the 

foundation reach its mission, then the
 deck may be stacked 

against you. 

At all levels in the organisation, an o
pen culture of learning 

requires humility and the stripping a
way of hubris. 

Particularly when less positive evalu
ation results are being 

considered, this culture must already 
exist if foundations are 

to be able to think about learning fro
m mistakes and 

recognising them as their own. This al
so means avoiding getting 

carried away with the absolute correct
ness of your own ideas.

Communicating (The Good, Bad and Ugly) Results
Foundations don’t just fund good work: they, along 

with their grantees, create knowledge. 
Disseminating that knowledge is an attractive 

way of adding value to a foundation’s investments 

so merely conducting evaluations is not enough: 

the disseminating of the results both internally 

and externally is equally important. The 2011 

Impact Island survey remarkably revealed that 

only 20% of European foundations actually share 

the results of evaluations they commission. Among 

this 20% that do publicise results, most claimed 

that this is not undertaken in a comprehensive or 

systematic manner. 

This lack of communications seems to at least 

partially stem from an understandable reticence 

to embarrass partners, but it also seems largely 

to reflect a simple lack of understanding of how 

best to go about it. As such, the Learning Lab 

class offers a few key ideas to remember when 

considering how to go about this:
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• Approach communications like you are taking 
a child to a swimming 

pool. Letting them test the waters a little bi
t usually means they end 

up begging for more. Leaving them floating i
n the deep end for hours 

without assistance can be off-putting and te
rrifying. one strategy 

is to highlight only the most interesting or
 important evaluation 

findings in a brief executive summary. Those
 wishing to delve deeper 

should be encouraged to ask for the longer v
ersion of the report. 

• Disseminating the evaluation results to exter
nal audiences can, 

among other purposes, generate further suppo
rt for the project 

implemented, but the intended audiences shou
ld be kept in mind. It is 

sometimes helpful to write tailored executiv
e summaries that strike 

different chords with different audiences, ta
rgeted at specific 

stakeholders. Knowing your audience (as well
 as their interests, 

bugbears, etc.) is the key. 

• During the evaluation planning phase, eventu
al marketing and 

dissemination should always be kept in mind
. Ideally, the information 

that will inform the marketing and dissemin
ation function should be 

considered as early on as possible so that a
ny data collection 

undertaken will focus on obtaining the relev
ant data.

• Insist that results-oriented, concrete recomme
ndations that are 

actionable are included in the report, makin
g follow-up easier to 

manage. 

• Be creative in the ways you present the infor
mation. No one ever 

complained because they had too much fun or
 were too entertained. 

visualising data is a useful technique: in ca
se the numbers aren’t 

engaging enough in their own right, make sur
e they are brought to 

life for your audience. 

• Harsh evaluations can be tough to swallow, bu
t can also provide 

valuable opportunities for frank discussion
s among colleagues. The 

evaluation process and the way it is communi
cated, 

if done wisely, can be used to build new 

shared meaning and understanding, and 

put all the relevant players back on 

the same page. 

• Above all else, keep it simple. As

Albert Einstein once said: “you do not 

really understand something unless 

you can explain it to your 

grandmother.”
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The 2012 European Learning La
b was organised in part as a f

ollow-up to the 

Impact Island workshop, held a
t the 2011 EFC Annual General 

Assembly and 

Conference in Cascais. While th
e topic was not necessarily ne

w, Impact Island 

achieved in placing the topic 
of evaluation more firmly on 

the radars of European founda
tions. The Island also 

challenged EFC members on the
 topic, with the hope of 

developing bolder, more learne
d foundations across the 

continent. The brave pirates t
hat sailed to Impact Island 

were led by: Bernard van Leer 
Foundation, Bertelsmann 

Stiftung, Erasmus Centre for S
trategic Philanthropy, EFC, 

Fondazione Cariplo, and the Wo
rking Group on Philanthropy 

for Social Justice and Peace. 

Additional Contributors 

Inspiration Provided By 

Learning Lab Hosts
The EFC, founded in 1989, is an international membership association representing public-benefit foundations and corporate funders active in philanthropy in Europe, and beyond. The Centre develops and pursues activities in line with its four key objectives: creating an enabling legal and fiscal environment; documenting the foundation landscape; building the capacities of foundation professionals; and promoting collaboration, both among foundations andbetween foundations and other actors. Emphasising transparency and best practice, all members sign up to and uphold the EFC Principles of Good Practice.

Fondazione Cariplo does not aim at taking the place of public or private organisations already active in the field nor to merely provide financial backing to them. Fondazione Cariplo is called upon to set its own objectives which reflect its scope and status asprivate entity and which set its action apart from that of other players in the field.

The mission of Fondazione Cariplo is therefore to be a resource that helps social and civil organisations better serve their own community. The Foundation’s primary vocation is supporting the organisations of civil society that represent the socialinfrastructures of our system. Its approach is based on the principle of subsidiarity.

In a nutshell, its mission, role and operationalstrategy contribute to outline the profile of a foundation which acts as an entity that anticipates emerging needs - or selects deep-seated yet still unmet needs - tries new solutions to respond more effectively and less costly to them, and ultimately makes its best endeavors to disseminate successful solutions.

My Notes :)



10 Tips from the 2012
European Learning Lab Class

So, you have been convinced: it’s time to evaluate. The 
2012 European 

Learning Lab class, as its legacy, considers the follo
wing tips to be 

the most important to keep in mind: 

1. Don’t be frightened: jargon can be overcome and it’s re
ally not  

 as confusing as it seems. The hardest part is starting
.  

2. Encourage the development of a culture of learning i
n your

 organisation. 

3. Don’t evaluate unless your organisation and grantees
 are 

 willing to learn, agree on what learning is desired, a
nd are

 prepared to act on what is learned. 

4. If you are undertaking evaluation as a “box-ticking” 
exercise,

 just forget it right now. 

5. Be prepared to invest (time, energy, thought, resources
, etc.)

 significantly in evaluation. 

6. When shaping grants or programmes, think about how t
hey may

 be later evaluated, rather than considering this when
 you are

 already well underway in your work. 

7. Create in-house capacity to manage research or, in the
 case of

 smaller funders, arrange access to such expertise. 

8. Don’t confuse outputs and outcomes. 

9. Keep your feet on the ground. Philanthropy isn’t abou
t feeling

 good, it is about doing good: humility is key and eval
uations

 can be helpful reminders of this. 

10. Speaking to peers from other foundations is invaluable: odds  
 are they have dealt with the same issues and problem

s that  

 you think only you have considered. 

My Notes :)




